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PDF Editor
A free PDF editor for ediitng text and images to your document. You can edit PDF files for free. Fill out the PDF and sign it.


Select a file



click to upload or drag and drop





PDF Editor
Upload documents and edit them in robust pdf editorr

[image: Upload PDF]Upload PDF
Awesome sign's PDF editor tool allows you to quickly and
            conveniently fill out forms. Fill in the blanks with text boxes,
            checkmarks, and your signature or initials.

[image: Type text on a PDF]Type text on a PDF
With the Awesome Sign online signature tool, you may confidently
            fill out PDFs and e-sign them. It's never been easier to sign PDF
            documents online.

[image: Save your changes]Save your changes
To protect your material, all file uploads are secured using
            HTTPS. The files are kept in a secure database.



Edit PDF Files Online For Free!
Free online PDF editing and signing tool. Modify PDF text Add text to PDF. Edit existing PDF text. Add image to PDF Create links in PDF.
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Upload Document to edit
Files are securely stored through an encrypted connection. Awesome Sign integrates with all your cloud storage spaces for you to easily access you files.
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Change PDF text
......


Download and print
Now manage multiple accounts, while creating eye catching content, and publish them directly to Instagram with an all-in-one social media management tool
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How can I edit a PDF file for free?

1


Select your PDF document you want to Edit
Select a PDF for editing by downloading it from your
            computer, using a cloud storage service like Google Drive or
            Dropbox, or just dragging and dropping the PDF file into the
            upload box.


2


Open Awesome Sign PDF Editor
When you add your PDF documents online, the add will
            routinely open the Awesome Sign PDF Editor for your net
            browser. Discover our software & easy-to-use capabilities
            that will help you edit PDF documents!


3


Edit Your Document
Insert text anywhere in your PDF and choose a font type from
            a broad range of options. You may also change the font
            property for text (bold, italic, underline, etc.) and the
            font size. For added aesthetic appeal, add or create photos,
            then utilise the Ruler and Grid tools to align and alter
            items.


4


Save and Download your document.
Once you've edited the document to download your document,
            click Download File. Did you enjoy using our Sign PDF Online
            tool? Tell others about your experiences on social media!



Easily Integrates with All Your Business Tools
Securely access all your documents and cloud storage.
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Features that actually save you time and clicks

[image: Edit PDF]Edit PDF
Add text, images and edit PDFs. Use our app
            to seamlessly edit PDF files, secure PDF 
            documents and more!

[image: Track Document]Track Document
Stay updated every step of the document 
            signing process with our comprehensive 
            audit trail. Get instant alerts and notifications 
            on each Step.

[image: Electronic Signatrue]Electronic Signatrue
Digitally sign documents and send the signed 
            copies to others. Manage document types and 
            organize them effortlessly.

[image: Paperless]Paperless
Save office cost and reduce your carbon
            footprint by going digital. Awesome sign
            helps you achieve your company's ecofriendly
            goals.

[image: Legally Binding]Legally Binding
Awesome Sign's signatures provide legal 
            validation. The signatures are timestamped
            and provide audit trails.

[image: Effortless Collaboration]Effortless Collaboration
collaborate with team members effortlessly
            over documents. Send and receive documents
            easily to sign.
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The modern digital signature tool for teams
Get Started




A guide to PDF Editor

Without a question, PDF is the most commonly used file type. Everyone, from students to business professionals, is familiar with PDF files. We use PDFs when we wish to share and print files but don't want them to be further modified by anybody else. This does not, however, mean that you cannot modify a PDF. You may alter and edit PDFs online free using a variety of software applications. But it's not as easy as just altering it in MS Word.Edit for pdf is a bit hectic to do. So, here are all the specifics on how to utilize a PDF editor and why.

What is PDF?

First things first! Let's start with what exactly is PDF. The acronym PDF stands for “Portable Document Format.” Irrespective of the software, hardware, and operating systems, it is being used by everyone who examines the document. This versatile file format from Adobe gives people a quick, dependable way to display and exchange data. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) now maintains the PDF format as an open standard (ISO).

The file format, created by Adobe in 1992 is now standardized as ISO 32000 and contains all the data necessary to show a fixed-layout flat document, including vector graphics, fonts, texts, and raster imagery. The "Camelot Project,"" started in 1991 by John Warnock, a co-founder of Adobe, served as the inspiration for PDF

Other than simple text and graphics, PDF files may also contain logical organizing components, interactive features like annotations and form fields, three-dimensional objects created using U3D or PRC, layers, video material, and several other data formats. To support workflows demanding these functionalities, the PDF to-editor specification additionally includes metadata, file attachments, and digital signatures.

Adobe free PDF Editor still rules the world, but there are many changing trends that Adobe has failed to keep up. And, many other PDF editors are competing in meeting those challenges.

PDF Technicalities:

A PDF file frequently combines text, bitmap graphics, and vector graphics. A PDF's basic categories of content are:

• typeset text kept in content streams 

• or illustrations and designs with forms and lines, use vector graphics

• raster graphics for images such as photographs

• contains multimedia elements.

In subsequent PDF revisions, a PDF document can additionally support forms, JavaScript, links, and any other embedded contents that can be handled using the PDF plug-ins. Basically, PDF works by combining three technologies. 

• For creating the layout and graphics,a subset of the PostScript page description programming language is identical.

• A technique for replacing or embedding fonts that enables fonts to be transported with the documents.

• A hierarchical storage system that uses data compression when necessary to combine these components with any related content into a single file.

How to save the File in a PDF Format?

How to save a PDF file is a bigger question than how to edit PDFs for some. Here is how you do it. 

• Open the file that you want to change the format to and convert it to PDF.

• Go to the File tab.

• Press Save As. By selecting Save As, you can save an extra copy in a different file format while keeping the original version.

• If you haven't already, give the file a name in the File Name box.

• Choose PDF (*.pdf) from the drop-down menu in the Save As Type box.

• Select the Open file after publishing check box if you want the file to open in the chosen format after saving.

• For additional choices, click the Options box.

• Press 'Save.'

What is PDF Editor?

PDF Editor is gaining popularity because of the increased demand for modifying and editing PDFs. The PDF to editor enables the user to edit, manage, add, and modify text and images as well as fill out forms on a PDF file. Without altering the file format, all of these procedures are carried out on a PDF file. By using a PDF editor free, you can mix pages from other PDF documents to create a brand-new one or drag and drop pages from existing PDFs to rearrange the page order. You can easily edit PDFs for free using any online PDF editor for free. Or, if you know that you have to edit PDFs so much and make significant changes, opt for a paid version.  

Purpose of PDF Editors:

The main goal of the new version of PDF is to create an industry standard that maintains formatting created through one operating system even when used in another. In due course, PDF became one of the most widely used file types worldwide. In the modern world, PDFs are crucial, especially for businesses and students. They can be utilized to send notes, track users who have sent them invoices, bill clients, and more. The file will always exhibit exactly as it was intended to no matter what platform or device is used to access it. Regardless of size, PDFs are expanding and becoming increasingly available to businesses. Still, many people are unaware of the importance of PDF documents.

All those people who don’t have to edit a hefty amount of documents, edit PDFs online. Otherwise, for businesses and companies, it's better to buy a premium one to get more features than the free pdf editor online. Here are the answers to your basic question of “edit PDF how and why”.

Why Should I Use a PDF Editor?

PDF Editor is gaining popularity because of the increased demand for modifying and editing PDFs. The PDF to editor enables the user to edit, manage, add, and modify text and images as well as fill out forms on a PDF file. Without altering the file format, all of these procedures are carried out on a PDF file. By using a PDF editor free, you can mix pages from other PDF documents to create a brand-new one or drag and drop pages from existing PDFs to rearrange the page order. You can easily edit PDFs for free using any online PDF editor for free. Or, if you know that you have to edit PDFs so much and make significant changes, opt for a paid version.  

• Fully Editable PDFs:

Yes! This is exactly what the PDF Editor free does. You can replace your images, adjust the date, modify the content, and change the layout. 

• To change the date, all you have to do is click on the dates that are already in the PDF and enter a new one. 

• The formatting and content can both be changed in the same way. The best part is that you can easily replace the images in your PDF by selecting an alternative image from your hard drive storage after selecting the original image.  

One of the greatest ways to create a seamless transition with all of your PDF documents is to use a PDF editor online for free. You can make significant alterations to a document using a PDF editor, such as changing the content, layout, and margins. Once a document is in PDF, you can edit it without a word processor or page layout tools.


• Convert to other File types:

The capability to convert and edit PDF in word document is just one illustration of this. Due to the potential that not everyone has a PDF application, these PDF editors are helpful tools. However, the vast majority of people you work with will undoubtedly possess a Word application. 

• All you have to do to convert your PDF file to a Word document and click the 'convert' button and then select 'Word.' This way you can edit and convert PDF to word.

Of course, you should check it twice, but you will generally be pleasantly delighted to find that the formatting from PDF to Word will work out just perfectly.


• Small File Size:

Compared to other currently available formats, PDF files are substantially smaller. PDFs compress data to significantly reduce their size. This format is ideal for minimizing the amount of storage space required for devices with constrained capacity, like mobile phones. Furthermore, it would be simple to mail or upload smaller documents to the cloud. This is a simple thing to do that any online pdf editor for free can do for you, and you can edit pdf online free. 




• Always Available:

All currently accessible operating systems, including the most popular ones, are fully compatible with PDF. It is easily accessible on a MAC, PC, Android, or iOS device. The availability of online PDF editors at all times is another advantage. The benefit enables the user to edit the file whenever they desire. The editing tools that are provided for your PDFs are simple to utilize.




• Customizable and Fillable fields:

All currently accessible operating systems, including the most popular ones, are fully compatible with PDF. It is easily accessible on a MAC, PC, Android, or iOS device. The availability of online PDF editors at all times is another advantage. The benefit enables the user to edit the file whenever they desire. The editing tools that are provided for your PDFs are simple to utilize.




• Enables Perfect Formatting:

It's easy to make mistakes when you are hustling to complete the work. This is especially true if you're sharing documents online. This increases the likelihood that your project will be submitted wrongly formatted or displayed. PDF Editors features locked formatting, making it more difficult to mistakenly alter the text and make it simpler to read on PCs and mobile devices. When dealing with different apps, such as a PowerPoint presentation, a Microsoft Word document, or a spreadsheet with tables and graphs, combining separate PDF files into one gives your papers a crisp, new appearance.

You can modify file sizes, add photos, and even password-protect a document that isn't quite ready for prime time in a PDF editor free. Additionally, with the aid of strong compression technologies, you'll save up space on your devices and have no trouble sending files via email, ensuring that you never miss an important deadline.


• Reduce printing expenses and time: 

Using an online PDF Editor, you can access and edit documents anywhere. Be it the web, a desktop computer, or a mobile device, You can modify and edit PDFs with full-featured edit functionality without switching between different document formats, ensuring that your papers print correctly the first time.

For students, it's the best feature. Managing and printing a variety of papers might occasionally be a barrier to finishing tasks on schedule. When working with a teacher or professor who requests that a document be printed, you want to make sure that it prints properly the first time, and the work frequently needs to be structured following particular specifications.


• Improve communication and sharing:

Group projects can be difficult. Time and hassle can be saved by being able to share and collaborate with others without conflict, whether it be with teachers or other students, or even clients in a corporate setup. For faster communication, PDF Editor tools let you maintain all comments and markups inside of a document. You may also give specific assignments to other people to keep everyone on task. Your subsequent group project will go smoothly if you highlight, edit, annotate, and view feedback from others.




• Improved Document Security:

Businesses must prioritize security since they frequently handle sensitive data. Attacks on computers typically target businesses of all sizes. Consequently, it is crucial to utilize antivirus software and other products with security capabilities. With the help of PDF Editors online free, you can edit PDFs free and enter passwords to PDF files if you utilize them correctly.

This implies that no one will be able to view the file if you don't want any private information in it to be visible and available to others. Business-related documents that require protection can be kept as PDF files and protected with a password. Some editors also provide encryption, editing rights, and the ability to add comments to documents.


• Prepare your Study Material:

You can compile all of your previous work, course notes, and scanned assignments into one document using a PDF editor online, which you can then further divide into an easily readable outline. You can color code all your notes using the highlight tools. Additionally, online PDF editors offer a quick method for scanning paper notes into high-quality PDFs or PNGs. Additionally, you will be able to use optical character recognition (OCR) to produce a searchable document so you can locate the solutions you require whether you're preparing for an exam or working on a significant project.

Edit PDFs online or just buy the affordable package to get more features than the free pdf editor online.


• Non-text Element Compatibility:

One or more advantages of digital documentation that are not possible with paper documents include the ability to include images, comments, footnotes, or links. In the past, opening a document on a separate device did not have any effect on the notes or images. You can open links directly from PDF documents to edit PDF free. The URL doesn't need to be copied and pasted into your web browser.




• Helps in Research Work: 

Finding statistics and data will be your top priority when it comes to supporting your thesis, writing research papers, or putting together your tales if you are studying in a field that deals with data. For instance, you can analyze or summarise tabular data if you know how to convert PDF to Excel. Using a legitimate free pdf editor online to extract tables from PDF sources found through web research can provide you control over the data analysis you need to support your assertions.




• Creating Presentations:

No! We are not saying that PDF is better than PPTs, but it is one thing that you can also do with PDF Editors. Maybe not the topmost priority, but it can do the work pretty well. Conversion to Powerpoint presentations can be of great help. 

What more relevant material to use in your presentation than the facts and figures from the PDF study itself? Utilizing PDF to PPT conversion software makes it simple to put together convincing presentation slides.


• Go Paperless:

Save the Environment. Use PDFs to go paperless. Save trees!

Keeping digital copies of your documents is the modern-day world's need. You can do everything digitally on a PDF Editor online if not more than the hard copy. Furthermore, you can scan a document using a PDF editor, and optical character recognition (OCR) software will turn the image into text.


What to look for when selecting a PDF Editor?

Since practically any PC, Mac, and phone can now easily produce, view, and even combine PDF files, PDF editor software is also quite popular. Even the most tolerant office workers might become frustrated by using the wrong PDF editing software, despite its widespread use. Your workplace activities should become more efficient with PDF editor software without making it more complicated. 

our productivity suffers when you need to edit, merge, comment, or annotate PDF files as part of a workflow yet the editor you're using doesn't have the necessary feature. Before selecting a PDF Editor for yourself, make sure that it contains all the features you require.

Here are some questions that you need to ask yourself before finalizing the PDF Editor. 

• Do you just want to view PDFs or Edit them as well? 

There is a significant difference between both of them. PDF viewer will not let you edit PDFs directly. On the other hand, PDF Editors allow you to edit, change and even add more pages to your PDF files. 

• Do You Want to Generate PDF Documents, Forms, or Both?

The forms produced using PDF editing tools make it simple to direct anyone filling out the document to include the necessary information in the appropriate fields. Consider how your employees and clients will use these documents daily when choosing your PDF editing software, and whether you'll need a PDF form generation capability incorporated.

• Will You Need to Amend or Highlight Document Sections?

Making annotations, adding comments, highlighting text, and redacting sensitive information from documents are some of the most used functions for PDF editors. A commenting tool is crucial for a smooth workflow if your teams need to collaborate on papers but only have one author accountable for the content.

• Is PDF security essential for you?

With all the worries about data privacy, the easiest approach to stop the unauthorized publication of information is to have a safe, password-protected PDF. When selecting your PDF editing solution, keep items like e-signatures, automation, and cloud storage in mind.

• Do you want your PDFs combined or do you want to split them frequently?

If the answer is yes! Add this feature to your list.

Technology is progressing constantly. However, PDFs aren't going anywhere anytime soon. PDF editors can adjust to changing requirements as your needs evolve. It is a very well-liked format. It has been around for a while, and a major change in the computer industry is required before a new standard can be established. It is wise to invest in PDF software now because PDFs will continue to be useful for many years to come. But, if you don’t want to invest in it and your use is limited, edit PDFs for free using the online PDF editor for free.
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